AI-POWERED
WEB INTELLIGENCE
AUTOMATE YOUR INVESTIGATIONS
IDENTIFY THREATS IN REAL-TIME

Cobwebs Technologies powerful web intelligence platform monitors online activity, collects and analyzes data from endless digital channels – from open, deep and dark web, to mobile and social.

Our research and development are primarily focused on Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies, harnessed to extract relevant intelligence from big data using automation.

Our AI-powered engine automatically monitors data in any specified geographic location, eliminating risks and shedding light on the darkest online & real-life threats while meeting organizational and industry needs.

Cobwebs’ platform assists analysts in identifying new targets, while uncovering potential profiles and groups across the web using automated, advanced search capabilities.

Users gain deep insights and substantial intelligence, including locations, context, internal relations, group structures, hierarchies, and more.

Reveal targets and collect real-time intelligence with our non-intrusive methods for expedited results and efficacy.
Cobwebs’ solutions were designed by our intelligence and security experts as vital tools for the collection and analysis of data from open source, deep and dark web, social media, and blogs. Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from big data using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating intelligent insights.

Designed to meticulously race through and scan the web’s endless digital channels, our solution analyzes huge sums of data to help you protect your public.

STREAMLINED ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Our exclusive technology extracts targeted intelligence from the web’s big data using the latest machine learning algorithms, automatically generating critical insights.

- Live Data Extraction
- Automated Insights
- Predictive Analysis
- Natural Language Processing
- Pattern Recognition
- Deep Image Analysis
BENEFITS

DISCOVER TARGETS INFORMATION
Our robust engine lets analysts search for people and keywords to evaluate and monitor forums and markets. Triggering real-time alerts, our platform powers the discovery of malicious activities, individual actors, and their social relations.

CREATE WEB PROFILES
Automatically generate an accurate web profile based on web presence from the open, deep and dark web. Reveal targets and collect real-time intelligence with our non-intrusive methods for expedited results and efficacy.

EXTRACT LOCATIONS
Track web activities based on locations, from any device and a wide range of web applications. Reveal all the relevant locations the target is associated with according to posts, check-in’s, places mentioned, friends, addresses and more.

REVEAL CONNECTIONS AND INTERESTS
Extract and analyze targets’ and groups’ social connections from profiles and pages with our automated technology. Use our platform’s centrality measures and evaluate the strength of connections, along with influencing nodes to identify social communities and gain critical operational insights.

GAIN SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
Gain unmatched situational awareness in real-time, with Cobwebs vigilantly monitoring open, deep and dark web information sources.

PREDICT EVENTS
Our leading artificial intelligence algorithms conduct statistical calculations with acquired data models, offering predictive insights, like deviations in profile activities, changes in sentiment and other anomalies.

GET ALERTS
The solution evaluates and calculates various inputs, triggering relevant alerts that pop up when critical information is detected.
THE NEXT LEVEL OF INVESTIGATIONS

SEARCH
Search any word or phrase and gain intelligent insights. Our worldwide web monitoring technology connects users to thousands of sources to stay ahead of criminals, supporting end-to-end, full web spectrum investigations.

ANALYSE
With the click of a button, the system retrieves data from various sources. Following their analysis, the solution extracts vital, intelligent insights, with takeaways visualized in charts, graphs and more:

» Geospatial Analysis
» Demographic Breakdown
» Natural Language Processing
» Visual Link Analysis
» Key Targets Extraction
» Artificial Intelligence Analysis

MONITOR
Set up criteria tailored to your precise needs for real-time data collection that’s actionable.

KEY FEATURES

» Monitoring and analysis of multiple data sources: social media, deep and dark web
» Transform a single lead into a developed, end-to-end investigation
» Identify target profiles and groups
» Extract geolocated data
» Live web data analysis and automated real-time alerts
» Streamlined artificial intelligence to provide automated insights
WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
With our solution deployed worldwide, Cobwebs is making the online and offline world a smarter and safer place. Our AI-driven solution is implemented and adopted by leading law enforcement and national security agencies, critical infrastructure brands, financial services and other sectors.

ABOUT
Cobwebs Technologies’ advanced artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms deliver powerful web intelligence. We decipher the intricacies of web layers by analyzing the complex details of structured and unstructured data.

Our web intelligence platform monitors these vast sources of data to reveal hidden leads and generate insights. Covertly uncover and interact with the internet’s never-ending trail of clues and gain intelligence-enhanced security for a safer world.

cobwebs.com
info@cobwebs.com